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Overview
Course Description
Philologists have always been editors. Seen through their lens, a text is a construct arrived at after consulting all relevant
manuscript witnesses and systematically identifying the best readings while documenting variants. Editors thus require a
knowledge not only of palaeography (the study of ancient script) and codicology (the study of books as material objects),
but also of the arcane discipline of stemmatology, which infers the relationships between surviving copies of a text.

As XML is now the encoding format of choice for humanities text corpora, editors find themselves confronted with a
number of new domains. The first order of business is the study of the TEI (Text Encoding Initiative) standard of XML en-
coding. Every editing project begins with the questions of what information to encode, which TEI elements to use, and how
to structure one’s documents, whether as individual transcriptions or complete critical editions. Ideally, decisions on these
matters of document structure and encoding standards are made with further processing in mind: are the documents merely
to be styled in CSS and displayed in the browser? Should they be transformed by XSLT into standalone HTML, plaintext, PDF,
or word processing documents? Is the end product a critical print edition? Does the research project involve corpus analysis
e.g. through a Python XML library, or on the basis of plaintext transformations?

In this course, which requires no prior knowledge of medieval languages, XML, or editorial principles (but see module
prerequisites), students will learn the basics of early medieval codicology and palaeography before embarking on a hands-on
workshop on TEI editing. They will familiarize themselves with the foundational principles of textual criticism; they will
learn how to parse text-critical introductions and the critical apparatus; but above all, they will work on both single-witness
transcriptions and basic critical editions, and learn at least where to start when seeking to prepare XML files for on-screen or
print presentation.

Students with prior experience in medieval English will be able to draw on their knowledge of the language to transcribe
medieval English manuscripts, but they will acquire new skills on all fronts: manuscript transcription, textual criticism, XML,
and CSS. Students with no prior knowledge of medieval English, with or without experience in the technologies used, will
likewise become acquainted with the principles of textual criticism, and they will learn to transcribe medieval manuscripts
in an agreed-upon language, as well as gain experience with TEI’s textcrit module.

Assessment
For students of B.Eng.602 (formerly B.EP.301), a single written exam (60 minutes, 18 July 2023 at 10:00 sharp) covers the
seminar (not the lecture course associated with this module). It will consist of questions on theory as well as a practical
assignment. Practical homework assignments spanning the length of the term will serve alongside readings and active class
participation to prepare you for the exam. Students of B.Eng.631 (formerly B.EP.11b) write a term paper (c. 7500 words) on a
topic to be agreed upon.

Students registered for modules outside the English Department are expected simply to keep up with the homework and
will not be separately assessed by way of an exam or term paper. This is true evenof B.DH.33, even though themodule description
says otherwise; I’ve checked! Contact the DH Department if you have further questions.)

Diversity
This course is run with the understanding that students bring a variety of backgrounds into the classroom in such domains
as socioeconomics, appearance, culture, religion, ability, gender, age, family situation, and sexual identity. With different
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backgrounds come different needs and sensitivities. If you feel your needs or those of a fellow student require special atten-
tion or are being compromised, please feel free to make this known to me by whatever channel seems most appropriate. (For
more serious concerns, the Department and University each have their own points of contact as well.) I will treat all requests
seriously and with confidentiality, and will seek to make accommodations within my abilities and reason. At the same time,
you too owe it to your fellow students to treat them with respect regardless of their background and identity. Do not stand
in the way of anyone’s well-being.

Schedule
Please prepare the following readings ahead of the corresponding session, and take notes for in-class discussion. Please note
that practical homework (mostly transcriptions) will be set in class and additionally commmunicated by Blubber on a weekly
basis.

Week 1 (11 April): Manuscripts and Facsimiles

Read:

• No required reading ahead of the first session. But by all means start reading up on the first domain of knowledge that
is new to you, and acquainting yourself with relevant software! Suggested learning order: (1) XML (2) Visual Studio
Code and/or Oxygen (3) TEI (4) CSS (5) codicology and palaeography (6) stemmatology (7) XSLT.

Further reading (optional):

• Stokes, “Recovering Anglo-Saxon Erasures” (22 pp.)
Takeaway: Practical pointers on how to bring out lost readings by way of prosumer imaging tools.

• Voth, “What Lies Beneath” (17 pp.)
Takeaway: An application of Stokes’s method to a specific manuscript image.

! Missed this session? Study the slides on this week’s topic, and watchWorkingwithManuscript Images (16m), as well as the
first six minutes of Palaeography.

Week 2 (18 April): Palaeography

Read:

• From Brown, AGuide toWestern Historical Scripts: pp. 48–71 (24 pp.)
Takeaway: This part of the book describes and illustrates Insular scripts above all, but it also spends a fewpages on caroline
minuscule in both its Continental and Insular incarnations.
Reading notes:

1. A typical script display book, this volume prints colour plates with their descriptions on facing pages. Accord-
ingly, you may find it helpful to set your PDF reader to display two pages at a time (selecting “odd pages left”).

2. The book’s dating system works as follows: “s. v” is the 5th century (s. for saeculum); “s. xin” is the first quarter of
the 10th century (in for ineunte); “s. viiimed” is the period 725–775 (med for medio); “s. viiex” is the last quarter of
the 7th century (ex for exeunte); “s. ix1” is the first half of the 9th.

3. On p. 49 where it says Insular script used more abbreviations, please note that this concerns earlyLatinmanuscripts
and does not extend to Old English specimens, most of which are later and are comparatively sparing with ab-
breviations (excepting the nasal stroke and the Tironian note “⁊”).

Study questions:
1. What explains the differences between the earliest medieval Insular scripts and Continental scripts of the same

period?
2. What non-palaeographical differences exist between Insular and Continental manuscripts?
3. What explains the impressive dissemination of the carolingian minuscule?
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! Missed this session? Study the slides on this week’s topic, and watch Palaeography (45m).

Week 3 (25 April): XML and TEI

Read:

• At least a few pages of the W3Schools XML Tutorial
Takeaway: Introduces the XML specification and its various aspects. Skip if already familiar.

• From the TEI Guidelines: ch. 3 (“Elements Available in All TEI Documents”)
Takeaway: The specification for typical encoding needs in the TEI standard of XML.
Reading note:

1. Here and elsewhere in the Guidelines, don’t set out to memorize the chapter; just try to understand everything
you read.

Do:

• Follow the instructions in the course handbook to install either Visual Studio Code (free of charge) or Oxygen (a
commercial product with a month’s trial), or both.

! Missed this session? Watch TEI (47m), and check Blubber for assignments.

Week 4 (2 May): Processing XML

Read:

• At least a few pages of the W3Schools CSS Tutorial; and/or watch “Learn CSS in 20 Minutes” (Web Dev Simplified @
YouTube)
Takeaway: Introduces the CSS specification. If already familiar, spend time with more advanced features in the web.dev
Learn CSS course instead.

• From the TEI Guidelines: ch. 4 (“Default Text Structure”)
Takeaway: An overview of TEI document structure.
Study question:

1. What is the point of encoding text in XML at all? What are its advantages over conventional document formats
used in the humanities?

Further reading (optional):

• The Learn CSS course at web.dev
Takeaway: An excellent, free-as-in-beer CSS course and podcast series.

! Missed this session? Study the slides on this week’s topic, and check Blubber for assignments.

Week 5 (9May): TEI TranscriptionModels

Read:

• From the TEI Guidelines: §11.3 (“Scope of Transcriptions”) down to and including §11.3.3.2
Takeaway: The specification for the sorts of phenomena often encountered when transcribing manuscripts: additional
hands, abbreviations, scribal interventions, and erroneous readings.

Further reading (optional):

• Haugen et al., “Menota Handbook”
Takeaway: Description of the Menota TEI standard for the transcription of Old Norse manuscript content.
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! Missed this session? Study the slides on this week’s topic, and check Blubber for assignments.

Week 6 (16 May): Textual Criticism

Read:

• Roelli §1.2.4 (“The Copying of Texts,” pp. 22–23),§2.2 (“Principles and Practice,” pp. 74–88),§4.1 (“Definition of Stemma
and Archetype,” pp. 209–225) (32 pp. in all)
Takeaway: §1.2.4 introduces concepts relating to manuscript transmission in under two pages; §2.2 defines and describes
the foundational genealogical model in 14 pages; §4.1 expends 16 pages explaining stemma and archetype.
Reading notes:

1. This volume is highly (excessively!) analytical in its approach, but not always equally clear in its definitions.
Whenever confused, please compare the definitions in the Parvum lexicon stemmatologicum (PLS).

2. Where §2.2.4 calls the stemma a “diachronic schema,” keep in mind that there is a crucial distinction between
the time a witness is produced and the textual distance from the archetype or original: a late copy may be based
directly on an early witness and accordingly stand closer to the archetype than an early copy that stands at many
removes from the archetype.

3. §2.2.7 observes that the genealogical analogy is imperfect because a textual witness may have “two mothers.” The
more obvious mismatch may be the fact that sexual reproduction defaults to two parents, whereas the textual
genealogical model normally assumes a single parent.

Study questions:
1. Why are correct readings irrelevant to the reconstruction of relationships between witnesses?
2. Why is the majority reading not automatically the most authoritative reading?
3. What is the difference between an original and an archetype?
4. What is the difference between a lost witness and an archetype?
5. What is the difference between an original and an autograph?
6. What is the difference between bipartite and binary stemmata?

! Missed this session? Watch Textual Criticism (46m), and check Blubber for assignments.

Week 7 (23 May): The Genealogical Method

Read:

• Maas §§A–D (12 pp. in German / 24 in English)
Takeaway: A concise handbook of the genealogical method.
Reading notes:

1. Read Maas’s guide in either English or the original German.
2. The definitions of recensio and examinatio can be a little muddled; you will want to compare Maas’s with those

of the Parvum lexicon stemmatologicum (PLS) and Roelli §6.2. It is important to understand that Lachmannian
scholars considered recensio a mechanical and accordingly scientific method, whereas selectio and emendatio
rely on the editor’s judgement and are therefore fraught with uncertainty.

Study questions:
1. After comparing Maas’s definitions with those of the PLS, sum up the meaning of recensio, examinatio, selectio,

and divinatio in your own words.
2. What can we conclude if two witnesses A and B share a substantial number of errors, but A has further errors?
3. And what if P and Q both have errors in common, but each also has unique errors?
4. Why does a tree with three branches at the root level pose less difficulty for (some) textual scholars than a tree

with two?
5. Which phenomenon in manuscript transmission is singled out as the most difficult problem to tackle?

• Roelli §6.2 (“Text-Critical Analysis,” pp. 380–405, i.e. 25 pp.)
Takeaway: Introduces Maas’s system by way of copious examples.
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Week 8 (30May): READINGWEEK; NO CLASS

Week 9 (6 June): Editorial Approaches

Read:

• Roelli §2.3.4 (“Bédier’s Anti-Lachmannism” without subsections, i.e. pp. 91–93), §6.1 (“Types of Editions,” including
subsections, i.e. pp. 359–380) (24 pp. in all)
Takeaway: §2.3.4 sums up Bédier’s response to the Lachmannian method in two pages; §6.1 discusses different kinds of
edition, with many examples from Old Norse scholarship, in 22 pages.
Study questions:

1. How would you sum up Bédier’s criticism of the Lachmannian method concisely (§2.3.4)?
2. What solution did Bédier propose instead (§2.3.4)?
3. How many distinct uses can you think of which readers may have for a text edition (cf. §6.1)?
4. How would you define a critical edition as most commonly understood? (§6.1.1; cf. also §6.3.2.2 from next week’s

readings)

! Missed this session? Watch Editorial Approaches (45m), and check Blubber for assignments.

Week 10 (13 June): Manual Collation and the Critical Apparatus

Read:

• Roelli §6.3 (“Representing the Critical Text”) down to and including §6.3.2.3 (10 pp.)
Takeaway: A description of the logical structure and visual presentation of the critical edition.
Reading note:

1. Given this week’s modest readings, you’ll want to get started on next week’s!
Study question:

1. How would you typeset (i.e. format) a critical apparatus in conventional word processing software?

! Missed this session? Watch The Critical Apparatus (17m), and check Blubber for assignments.

Week 11 (20 June): The TEI Apparatus

Watch:

• Oxygen XML Editor (23m)

Read:

• From the TEI Guidelines: ch. 12 (“Critical Apparatus”)
Takeaway: The official chapter on producing a critical apparatus in TEI.
Study question:

1. What functionalities of the TEI critical apparatus can you discover that are not covered in the course handbook?
In what circumstances would they be useful?

! Missed this session? Watch The TEI Apparatus (18m) in addition to Oxygen XML Editor (23m), and check Blubber for
assignments.

Week 12 (27 June): Mechanical Collation

Read:
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• “CollateX: Documentation”
Takeaway: CollateX is software that automates the process of collation.
Reading note:

1. Also try the demo to get a sense for the software’s functionality and capabilities. Don’t worry if you don’t under-
stand every part of the documentation.

Study questions:
1. What are the limitations of CollateX as a tool of textual scholarship?
2. What types of scholarly endeavour would be especially helped with a tool of this nature?
3. Are there any editorial cases where it makes no sense to use it?
4. Are there any practical drawbacks to using a tool like this for collation?
5. What value, if any, does visualization as a variant graph add? Would you, as an editor, feel more helped by an

aligment table or by a variant graph?

Week 13 (4 June): Digital Horizons

Read:

• Roelli §6.3.3 (“Digital Editions”) up to and including §6.4 (“Publication of Digitally Prepared Editions”) (22 pp. in all)
Takeaway: An overview of forms andmethods used in digital editions.
Reading notes:

1. Errata: on p. 417, for “owning to” read “owing to.” Also, ironically, the hyperlink to TUSTEP on p. 418 is dead due
to the fact that the website has moved to a reliance on HTTPS without putting a redirect rule in place.

Study questions:
1. What are some of the fundamental differences between print and online editions (§6.3.3.2)?
2. Were the TEI wrong to offer a textcrit module in the form that they have (§6.3.3.2)? Discuss.
3. How do the genealogical model and phylogenetic methods as used by evolutionary biologists compare (§6.3.3.3)?
4. What adverse effects on scholarly culture does the complexity of digital projects have (§6.3.4; §§6.4.3–6.4.4)?
5. Can you identify any qualitative benefits of digital editing techniques, or are they all quantitative?

! Missed this session? Watch ECHOE (15m), and check Blubber for assignments.

Week 14 (11 July): Wrap-Up

Week 15 (18 July): EXAM at 10am sharp for students of B.Eng.602

Bibliography
§1: Homework
Brown, Michelle P. A Guide to Western Historical Scripts from Antiquity to 1600. London: British Library, 1990.
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Portal to the digitized manuscripts of Oxford’s Bodleian Libraries.

Flüeler, Cristoph, et al., eds. “e-codices.” Accessed April 7, 2021. https://e-codices.ch.

Portal to Switzerland’s digitized manuscripts.
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Fox, Peter, John Hatcher, John Haeger, et al., eds. “Parker Library on the Web: Manuscripts in the Parker Library at Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge.” Accessed April 7, 2021. https://parker.stanford.edu.

Digital home of a large library, including many Old English manuscripts.

Gneuss, Helmut, and Michael Lapidge. Anglo-Saxon Manuscripts: A Bibliographical Handlist of Manuscripts and Manuscript
Fragments Written or Owned in England Up to 1100. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2014.

A recent catalogue covering both Old English and Latin content, but breaking off before the end of Old English transmission.

“handrit.is.” Accessed April 7, 2021. https://handrit.is.

Index of online and offline Scandinavian manuscripts.

Huskey, Samuel J., and Hugh Cayless. “Guidelines for Encoding Critical Editions for the Library of Digital Latin Texts,” March 4,
2020. https://digitallatin.github.io/guidelines.

Amanual for TEI-encoding works for LDLT.

“Juxta.” https://www.juxtasoftware.org.

A collating tool.

Ker, N. R. Catalogue of Manuscripts Containing Anglo-Saxon. Oxford: Clarendon, 1957.

The go-to catalogue for manuscripts containing Old English.

“Medieval Nordic Text Archive.” https://menota.org.

A database of XML transcriptions of Old Norse texts.

O’Donnell, Daniel Paul, ed. “Cædmon’s Hymn: A Multimedia Study, Edition and Archive,” 2005. https://caedmon.seenet.org.

An edition with many witnesses in TEI P4 SGML.

“Oxygen XML Editor.” Accessed April 10, 2021. https://www.oxygenxml.com.

The only currently viable XML editor for text encoding.

Porter, Dot, et al. VisColl. https://github.com/KislakCenter/VisColl/.

An open encoding standard for manuscript collations.

Rudolf, Winfried, et al. “Electronic Corpus of Anonymous Homilies in Old English: Public Alpha.” Accessed April 7, 2021.
https://echoe.uni-goettingen.de.

A text corpus consisting of single-witness transcriptions interlinked on the sentence level in the XML.

“SEENET: Society for Early English & Norse Electronic Texts.” https://www.seenet.org/.

Amodest archive of mostly Middle English online editions.
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§4: Additional Literature for Presentations, Term Papers, and Further Reading
Andrews, Tara, and Caroline Macé, eds.Analysis ofAncient andMedieval Texts andManuscripts:DigitalApproaches. Turnhout:

Brepols, 2014.

A volume of essays offering current perspectives.

Apollon, Daniel, Claire Bélisle, and Philippe Régnier, eds. Digital Critical Editions. Topics in the Digital Humanities. Urbana,
IL: University of Illinois Press, 2014.

A useful look at the digital turn in textual scholarship with a focus on digital editions.

Barnard, John, David McKitterich, and I. R. Willison, eds. The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain. 7 vols. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1999–2019.

A detailed multivolume history, the first two volumes of which cover the Middle Ages.

Bishop, T. A. M. English Caroline Minuscule. Oxford: Clarendon, 1971.

A book of plates illustrating the script that dominated Anglo-Latin manuscripts after the 10th-century Benedictine Reform.

Burghart, Marjorie. “The TEI Critical Apparatus Toolbox: Empowering Textual Scholars Through Display, Control, and Com-
parison Features.” Journal of the Text Encoding Initiative 10 (December 2016–July 2019). https://doi.org/10.4000/jtei.1520.

Introduces the TEI Critical Apparatus Toolbox to an audience of TEI users.

Dekker, Ronald Haentjes, Dirk van Hulle, Gregor Middell, Vincent Neyt, and Joris van Zundert. “Computer-Supported Colla-
tion of Modern Manuscripts: CollateX and the Beckett Digital Manuscript Project.”Digital Scholarship in theHumanities
30, no. 3 (2015).

Amore detailed introduction of the principles underlying CollateX.

Echard, Siân, and Stephen Partridge, eds. The Book Unbound: Editing and Reading Medieval Manuscripts and Texts. Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 2004.

Essays on the editing mostly of specific medieval texts; of little use as a student introduction.

Gilissen, Léon. Prolégomènes à la codicologie: Recherches sur la construction des cahiers et la mise en page des manuscrits me-
dievaux. Publications de Scriptorium 7. Ghent: Story-Scientia, 1977.

Onmanuscript collation.

Kleinhenz, Christopher, ed. Medieval Manuscripts and Textual Criticism. North Carolina Studies in the Romance Languages
and Literatures: Symposia 4. Chapel Hill, NC: University of North Carolina Department of Romance Languages, 1976.

A volume of essays, some on general principles and others on text-critical questions encountered whenworking with specific
Romance texts. Predates the digital turn.

Lapidge, Michael. “Textual Criticism and the Literature of Anglo-Saxon England.”Bulletin of the JohnRylandsUniversity Library
of Manchester 73, no. 1 (1991): 17–45.

Offers a historical account of editorial approaches in the field and argues that even speculative emendation is to be preferred
over letting faulty readings stand.

. The Anglo-Saxon Library. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005.

A study of pre-Conquest manuscript provenance.

Machan, Tim William. Textual Criticism andMiddle English Texts. Charlottesville, VA: University Press of Virginia, 1994.

A theoretical reflection sprinkled with examples from the editing of Middle English.

Parker, David C. Textual Scholarship and the Making of the New Testament. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014.

An accessible textbook, and the only specimen included on this list of many works discussing textual scholarship in the
specific context of biblical studies (i.e. with Greek or Hebrew examples).
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Trovato, Paolo. Everything You AlwaysWanted to Know About Lachmann’s Method: A Non-Standard Handbook of Genealogical
Textual Criticism in the Age of Post-Structuralism, Cladistics, and Copy-Text. Revised edition. With a foreword by Michael
D. Reeve. LibreriaUniversitaria.it, 2017.

A recent defence of the genealogical method.
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